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EDLV2 OVERVIEW

The Everyday Line is Peak Design’s iconic range 
of urban-inspired bags equally suited for 
everyday and camera carry. The line was born 
from our desire to create aesthetically beautiful 
bags, versatile enough to carry an always 
changing assortment of things: photo gear, 
laptop/tablet, tech accessories, travel items,
gym clothes, groceries... you name it. 

All bags in the Everyday Line feature intelligent 
access, customizable organization, expandable 
capacity, and protective materials.

The Everyday Line V2 incorporates a range of 
functional and aesthetic improvements based on 
customer feedback and years of honing our 
design expertise.

Overhauled classics: Everyday Backpack 
20L + 30L, Everyday Messenger 15L, 
Everyday Sling 6L (5L has grown to 6L) + 
10L, Everyday Tote 15L

All-new designs: Everyday Totepack 15L, 
Everyday Backpack Zip 15L + 20L, Everyday 
Sling 3L

New colorways: Midnight Navy and Bone 
joins Black, Tan, Ash, and an updated 
Charcoal (w/ leather accents) 

UltraZips: new exterior UltraZips are built to 
withstand decades of use. Vastly superior 
abrasion resistance (vs. conventional zips) is 
made possible by ultra-high-molecular- 
weight thermoplastic thread, which binds 
the zipper coil to the cloth tape.

KEY LINE UPGRADES & INNOVATIONS

Modern looks: Across-the-board aesthetic 
improvements via cleaner seams and more 
rounded profiles

Better fabrics: new outer fabric is 100% 
recycled and Bluesign approved (all colors 
except Black). Most inner and outer materials 
are solution dyed, saving water and energy.

Updated MagLatch: Sleeker and more 
ergonomic

Cord Hook external carry straps: New 
external carry strap connectors are lower 
profile, easier to use, and have more 
tie-down points

EVERYDAY LINE V2
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Everyday Backpack 20L
MAP: $259.95
max laptop size: 15in
unloaded weight: 1.54kg (3.40lb)

An iconic, award-winning pack for everyday and 
photo carry, Everyday Backpack is built around 
access, organization, expansion, and protection. 
Unique MagLatch hardware provides lightning fast 
top access, with dual side access via two 
weatherproof side zips. Inside, 3 configurable 
FlexFold dividers keep photo, drone, or everyday 
gear organized, protected, and not bunched at the 
bottom of your bag. Outside, a 100% recycled 
400D weatherproof shell keeps everything safe. 
Huge external carry capacity made possible by a 
versatile tuck-away strap system and 2 expandable 
external side pockets.

Everyday Backpack 30L
MAP: $289.95
max laptop size: 15in
unloaded weight: 1.69kg (3.73lb)

EVERYDAY BACKPACK

DWR impregnated, 
double poly-coated, 
weatherproof, 100% 

recycled 400D 
nylon canvas shell 

black

charcoal

ash

midnight navy

BEDB-20-BK-2

BEDB-20-CH-2

BEDB-20-AS-2

BEDB-20-MN-2

black

charcoal

midnight navy

BEDB-30-BK-2

BEDB-30-CH-2

BEDB-30-MN-2

expanding
side pockets

side and top 
grab handles

single zip for 
top pocket and 
laptop /tablet 
sleeve

inside flap 
pockets

Maglatch gives 
easy access to 

main compartment

dual side panels 
allow for on-body 
access from either 
side

*20L model

*shown in Midnight Navy
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Everyday Backpack 15L Zip
MAP: $189.95

black

ash

bone

midnight navy

BEDBZ-15-BK-2

BEDBZ-15-AS-2

BEDBZ-15-BO-2

BEDBZ-15-MN-2

max laptop size: 13in
unloaded weight: 1.13kg (2.49lb)

The Everyday Backpack Zip is a visually and 
functionally simpler version of our iconic Everyday 
Backpack. Ideal for everyday carry and light photo 
carry, the bag is accessible on the top and sides 
via a single weatherproof 270-degree ultra-durable 
#8 zip. Inside, configurable FlexFold dividers keep 
photo, drone, or everyday gear organized, 
protected, and not bunched at the bottom of your 
bag. Outside, a 100% recycled 400D weatherproof 
shell keeps everything safe. 2 expandable external 
side pockets, an integrated luggage carry 
pass-through, and 2 straps for external carry. Everyday Backpack 20L Zip

MAP: $219.95

black

charcoal

midnight navy

BEDB-30-BK-2

BEDB-30-CH-2

BEDB-30-MN-2

max laptop size: 15in
unloaded weight: 1.28kg (2.82lb)

expanding
side pockets

 for tripods and 
water bottles

DWR impregnated, 
double poly-coated, 
weatherproof, 100% 

recycled 400D 
nylon canvas shell 

side and 
top grab 
handles

dedicated zip for 
top pocket and 
laptop /tablet 
sleeve

*15L model

Anchor key 
tether

EVERYDAY BACKPACK ZIP DO NOT DISTRIBUTE UNTIL EMBARGO DATE ENDS ON 11.25

*shown in Bone
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DWR impregnated, 
double poly-coated, 
weatherproof, 100% 
recycled 400D 
nylon canvas shell 

top handle

Everyday Messenger 15L
MAP: $219.95
max laptop size: 13in
unloaded weight: 0.89kg (1.96 lb)

The Everyday Messenger is the latest version of our 
original everyday and photo carry workhorse. 
Access, organization, expansion, and protection set 
this aesthetically beautiful bag far apart from 
run-of-the-mill messengers. Access via the 
1-handed, secure MagLatch closure hardware, 
which adjusts to allow up to 6L of internal 
expansion. Inside, instantly customizable FlexFold 
dividers work brilliantly for camera, drone, and 
everyday gear. Outside, a weatherproof 100% 
recycled 400D shell keeps your gear safe. Huge 
external carry capacity made possible by a versatile 
tuck-away strap system. External stash pocket with 
weatherproof zip. Carry via padded hand strap or 
removable, quick-adjusting padded shoulder strap.

EVERYDAY MESSENGER

black

ash

BEDM-15-BK-2

BEDM-15-AS-2

Maglatch gives 
easy access to 

main compartment

padded  
shoulder

strap
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Everyday Sling 6L
MAP: $99.95
max tablet size: 11in
unloaded weight: 0.55kg (1.22 lb)

Everyday Sling 3L
MAP: $79.95
unloaded weight: 0.42kg (0.93 lb)

The smallest, lightest bag in our Everyday Line, the 
Everyday Sling v2 is designed for minimalist, 
on-the-go carry of everyday or photo gear. 
Available in 3 sizes for a range creative setups, 
from a rangefinder camera to a pro DSLR, lenses, 
and laptop. Wearable as a cross-body sling or a 
waist bag*, the Sling’s convertible strap features a 
quick-adjuster that you can loosen when accessing 
gear and tighten when actively hiking or biking.

*3L model comes with 1 FlexFold divider, 6L and 
10L comes with 2 FlexFold dividers

*3L and 6L comes with 2 large and 4 small 
internal stretch pockets, 10L comes with 4 small 
internal stretchy pockets

*3L and 6L worn as a sling or hip bag, 10L worn as 
a sling bag only

*10L has luggage carry pass-through

Everyday Sling 10L
MAP: $149.95
max laptop size: 13in
unloaded weight: 0.65kg (1.43 lb)

EVERYDAY SLING

black

ash

BEDS-3-BK-2

BEDS-3-AS-2

black

ash

midnight navy

BEDS-6-BK-2

BEDS-6-AS-2

BEDS-6-MN-2

black

ash

BEDS-10-BK-2

BEDS-10-AS-2

quick stash 
front pocket

*3L model

convertible 
sling/waist 
strap*

axial 
attachment

top handle primary access
main zip

Capture 
attachment 

point
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*shown in Black
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DWR impregnated, 
double poly-coated, 
weatherproof, 100% 
recycled 400D 
nylon canvas shell 

Everyday Tote 15L
MAP: $149.95
max laptop size: 13in
unloaded weight: 0.78kg (1.72 lb)

Peak Design’s take on the classic tote bag, the 
Everyday Tote 15L combines clean aesthetics with 
thoughtful functionality to protect, organize, and 
give quick access to your everyday or photo gear. 
An extra wide top access point seals via magnetic 
clasp or weatherproof zip. Inside, FlexFold dividers 
give customizable and protective storage. Stretchy 
internal pocket for sunglasses, plus a 13” laptop 
sleeve. Outside, a 100% recycled 400D 
weatherproof shell keeps everything safe. Carry 
even more with external pockets and 2 stowable 
external carry cinch straps. Integrated luggage 
carry makes this a perfect personal item for travel.

EVERYDAY TOTE

black

bone

BEDT-15-BK-2

BEDT-15-BO-2

external
quick stash

pockets

weatherproof 
primary 
access

hand
carry
straps
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*shown in Black
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weatherproof 
synthetic 

canvas

Everyday Totepack 20L
MAP: $179.95
max laptop size: 15in
unloaded weight: 1.01kg (2.23 lb)

The clean look of a tote with the active carry 
convenience of a backpack, the Everyday Totepack 
is ideal for on-the-go everyday and photo carry. 
Padded backpack carry straps quickly stow, leaving 
you with robust padded hand carry straps. An extra 
wide top access point seals via magnetic clasp or 
weatherproof zip. Dual zip access points on either 
side for grabbing your camera, water bottle, or 
other oft-used items. Inside, FlexFold dividers give 
customizable and protective storage. Stretchy 
internal pockets for small items, plus dedicated 
laptop (15”) and tablet sleeves. Outside, a 100% 
recycled 400D weatherproof shell keeps everything 
safe. Carry even more with 2 stowable external 
carry cinch straps.

EVERYDAY TOTEPACK

black

bone

BEDT-15-BK-2

BEDT-15-BO-2

dual side
access

quick-stash 
front pocket

padded 
laptop 
compartment

weatherproof 
top access with 
fold and zip

padded 
hand 

straps

stowable 
shoulder 
straps

strap 
retainer
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*shown in Black


